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About This Game

The Berlin Wall Game tells a story about people trying to escape East Berlin during the Cold War era. As the based on a real
events plot unveils, you will help desperate people in their attempts to escape oppression by a communist regime.

You will take upon a role of an underground organization leader and will be responsible for helping people to flee from the
totalitarian state. You will prepare effective escape strategies, recruit the right people for the job, manage resources and

hideouts of the organisation.

Finally, you will execute individual escape plans. Avoid guards, overcome obstacles, disarm mines, cut tripwires – do all it takes
to break free.
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Game genre

Berlin Wall is a unique mix of adventure, strategy and stealth game. You will lead escapees starting from carefully crafting a
plan, through preparation and getting necessary items, to the plan execution, where all your decisions will come back to you, for

better or worse.

Enter the DDR – the Cold War era Eastern part of Germany, with the city of Berlin split in half. In a communist reality, you
will meet people and face their problems, struggle to get the most basic items, sometimes you will even have to steal – but it’s

worth it, when your freedom is at stake. Isn’t it?

The story builds upon authentic escape attempts from East Berlin. How far will you go to get free? How much of a cost is too
much? Your choices will forge fates, either yours and those close to you. Would you rather live a prisoners life, or die trying to

escape?

You will meet and lead three characters, each with his or her own story, serving as a game protagonists. It is up to you to decide,
whether to get involved with people around you and look for allies, or just keep your head down and assault The Wall. But

whatever you do, remember: there will be consequences, whether you like it or not.

Game features

Game is divided into two phases. In the first one, you make plans that will be acted out later. This is where you oversee the big
picture, decide on what to do and how to do it. Make calls, send letters, have things crafted, hire people – do all sort of things

while preparing your scheme.

In the second phase, you will get your hands dirty during your plan preparation and execution. Talk to people, ask them for help,
bribe or trick them. Craft things, steal things or buy them with the most valuable currency in a communist state: favors. And

finally, during escape: climb, dig, jump – just get to the West side of The Wall.

All this in a beautiful, retro-style environment with realistic 3D graphics. Locations are based on existing places in Berlin. Visit
Alexanderplatz with a Television Tower. Try to force your way through Checkpoint Charlie. Look on a West Berlin through a

Brandenburg Gate.

A bold and mature take on the grim legend of the Berlin Wall

Beautifully drawn and memorable, retro style, realistic graphics
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Story driven game, with non-linear storyline which delivers a different gameplay scenario every time you play

Mature gameplay experience, characterized by an engaging story, intense and challenging gameplay
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Title: The Berlin Wall
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
K202
Publisher:
Playway SA
Release Date: November 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (x64 x86)

Processor: Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 2GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: System requirements may change during the development of the game

English,German,Polish
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